This paper introduces a technique for modelling and verifying weak memory C11 programs in the Event-B framework. We build on a recently developed operational semantics for the RAR fragment of C11, which we use as a top-level abstraction. In our technique, a concrete C11 program can be modelled by refining this abstract model of the semantics. Program structures and individual operations are then introduced in the refined machine and can be checked and verified using available Event-B provers and model checkers. The paper also discusses how ProB model checker can be used to validate the Event-B model of C11 programs. We applied our technique to the C11 implementation of Peterson's algorithm, where we discovered that the standard invariant used to characterise mutual exclusion is inadaquate. We therefore propose and verify new invariants necessary for characterising mutual exclusion in a weak memory setting.
Introduction
Modern languages such as Java [20] and C11 [6] (the 2011 C++ standard) have introduced language-level relaxed memory models in order to take advantage of the weak memory optimisations provided by multi-core processors (including Intel-TSO, Power and ARMv8). However, program development under weak memory is complex. One must not only consider conventional shared memory inter-thread synchronisation, but additionally also consider appropriate relaxed memory annotations that control visibility of writes between threads. There has been intense interest in the programming languages community in formalising the semantics of such relaxed memory models [4, 6, 17] , and more recently, in developing verification techniques that build on these formalisations [1, 10, 11, 14, 16] . This paper describes a technique for modelling and checking weak memory C11 programs using Event-B [2] , which is a framework based on set theory and predicate logic. Event-B is supported by Rodin [3] , an extensible tool platform that facilitates modelling and verification of Event-B models.
We focus on the so-called RAR fragment [5, 6] of C11, which is a fragment that allows both relaxed and releaseacquire memory accesses. If an acquiring read reads-from a releasing write, then this establishes a happens-before relation (see Section 2 for details). Moreover, the reads-from relation is assumed to be consistent with program order, which ensures thin-air reads do not arise. In particular, this assumption precludes the load-buffering litmus test (see [15] ).
To enable deductive verification, we build on a recently developed operational semantics [10] , which enables one to step through a program in thread order. As in standard (i.e., sequentially consistent) semantics, concurrency is modelled by an interleaving of threads. However, to model weak memory the states of the model are graphs representing C11 executions (as opposed to mappings from variables to values typically used under sequential consistency). This operational semantics has been shown to be both sound and complete [10] with respect to well-accepted axiomatic semantics [6, 17] .
In this paper, we show how this operational semantics can be encoded as a generic Event-B machine that serves as an abstraction for C11 programs. In particular, we require that every C11 program be a refinement of this generic model. This enables us to verify that the program structures and individual operations are consistent with the C11 semantics. Any consistent concrete model can then be checked and verified within Event-B. Thus, the main contributions of this paper are (a) a technique for modelling C11 programs that is consistent with the operational semantics [10] ; (b) the use of the ProB model checker for validating Event-B models of C11 programs; and (c) application of the technique to the C11 implementation of Peterson's algorithm. Using ProB, we show that the standard invariant for Peterson's algorithm (as used in [10] ) is valid, but also insufficient for characterising mutual exclusion in a weak memory setting. We propose a strengthening and validate this stronger invariant.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 describes background to the C11 operational semantics and Section 3 formalises the semantics in Event-B. Section 4 illustrates that how a concrete algorithm can be modelled in Event-B by refining the abstract model of the operational semantics, and Section 5 describes model checking using ProB. In Section 6 we present the modelling and verification of a relaxed memory version of Peterson's algorithm [25] as a case study.
Background to the Operational Semantics
The operational semantics of Doherty et al. [10] covers the RAR fragment of the C11 memory model and has been proved to be both sound and complete with respect to the axiomatic description [6, 17, 24] of the C11 memory model. This section briefly introduces the background to this operational semantics. We use two versions of the message passing litmus test in Figures 1 and 2 to illustrate the various definitions. The program in Figure 1 comprises two threads and two shared variables, d and f , both of which are instantiated to 0. Thread 1 writes to data variable d then sets the flag f using a releasing write (as depicted by the annotation "R"). Thread 2 waits for the flag to be set, reading from f using an acquiring read (as depicted by the annotation "A") in a spin loop. Once thread 2 detects that the flag has been set, it proceeds to read from d and assign the value read to a local register r . The program in Figure 2 is similar, but the write and read to f are both relaxed (i.e., do not contain any release or acquire annotations).
The semantics is an operational event semantics and is defined by events of type ACT . To avoid confusion between the events of the operational semantics and Event-B events, in this paper, we refer to the events from the semantics as actions. We use Rd X , Rd A , Wr X , Wr R and U to denote read relaxed, read acquire, write relaxed, write release and (read-modify-write) update actions, respectively. We have Wr R ⊇ U and Rd A ⊇ U and define Rd = Rd A ∪ Rd X and Wr = Wr R ∪Wr X . For simplicity, we assume all update actions are both releasing and acquiring, although it is possible to define variations of these that leave out one or both of these annotations.
To capture weak memory effects, a C11 state is defined as a triple D = ((D, sb), rf, mo) where D is a set of actions paired with a sequenced-before relation sb ⊆ D × D, a readsfrom relation rf ⊆ Wr × Rd, and a modification order mo ⊆ Wr × Wr. The sb relation records the program order within one thread and ensures initialising writes occur before any other actions. The rf relation provides justification for reads (i.e. there must have been a write action that writes the value read by the read action), and the mo relation describes the ordering of writes on variables.
The semantics formalises the synchronisation between release-acquiring actions by synchronised-with relation:
Example 2.1. Consider the programs in Figures 1 and 2 after execution of thread 1 followed by the guard evaluation in thread 2. These states are depicted as States 1 and 2 below, respectively. Note that in both states, the read of d in thread 2 has not yet occurred.
State 2 sb sb sb mo mo rf Due to the release-acquire annotations, the reads-from edge in State 1 is updgraded to a synchronised-with edge. We shall see how this effects the behaviour of the program below.
Weak memory models often include a happens-before relations which formalises a notion of causality. An action happening in a thread before another action in the same thread induces happens before order. Synchronising an acquiring read with a releasing write also induces happens before order. This is formally defined as
In State 1 (Example 2.1), the action rd A 2 (f , 1) happens after each of the actions in thread 1. In State 2, no such relation exists between rd 2 (f , 1) and the actions of thread 1.
The from-read relation fr = (rf −1 ; mo)\Id relates each read to all writes that are mo-after the write the read has read from. In addition, the semantics also uses the extended coherence order eco which fixes the order of reads and writes to each variable and is defined as RA σ ′ for (σ, w, e, σ ′ ) ∈ RA . For each transition σ w ,e RA σ ′ , w is the write being observed by the action e. If e is a read action, then w is the write (or update) that e reads from. If e is a write action, then w is the write (or update) that will occur immediately before e in mo order in the post state. Finally, if e is an update, then w is the write that e reads from and also occurs immediately before e in mo order in the post state. We give details of this transition relation directly in terms of Event-B; interested readers may also consult [10] .
Before we formally define the transitions, we need to introduce the notion of observability of writes. This is achieved using three different types of writes: encountered writes, which are writes that a thread is aware of; observable writes, which are writes that a thread is allowed to observe; and covered writes, which are writes that are read by an update action.
For a state σ = ((D, sb), r f , mo), the set of encountered writes is given by:
where R ? is the reflexive closure of relation R and tid returns the thread id of the action. For example, in State 1, the encountered write set for both thread 1 and thread 2 is
In State 2, the encountered write set for thread 1 is also E, but for thread 2 is {wr 0 (f , 0), wr 0 (d, 0), wr R 1 (f , 1)}. Observable writes are the writes that a thread can read from when executing its next read action. Observable writes are defined based on encountered writes as follows:
For example, in State 1, the observable write set for both thread 1 and thread 2 is O = {wr 1 (d, 5), wr R 1 (f , 1)}, i.e., neither initialising write to d and f is observable. In State 2, the observable write set for thread 1 is also O, but for thread 2 is {wr 0 (d, 0), wr 1 (d, 5), wr R 1 (f , 1)}. Covered writes are defined to preserve the atomicity of update actions: there cannot be a write in modification order between the write that the update action is reading from and the write of the update action itself. Covered writes are defined as follows:
Modelling a complex system in Event-B benefits from its built-in theories for abstraction and refinement. The abstract level models the general purpose of the system by specifying what the system is supposed to achieve. Each refinement level adds more details to the model to describe how the goal of the system can be achieved. The abstract and concrete levels are linked via a series of refinement proofs that ensures the concrete model "displays the same behaviour" as the abstract one [19] .
We exploit refinement in our framework by developing an abstract model that formalises the operational semantics of C11 executions. In particular, abstract events are generic read, write and update events that manipulate the C11 state according to the operational weak memory rules [10] . In Section 4, we show how these can be refined into concrete read, write and update events corresponding to a program code. Interestingly, an implementor is not required to instantiate or modify a C11 state; they can rely on the refinement framework and the abstract model to ensure that their program exhibits behaviours consistent with the C11 memory model. This decoupling allows modelling of C11 programs to progress rapidly. Moreover, given a concrete implementation, it is possible to replace the abstract memory specification with an entirely different memory model; the concrete program would then execute as specified by this replaced memory model.
A model in Event-B has two main parts: a context and a machine. A context is the static part of a model which is specified using carrier sets, constants and axioms. A machine is the dynamic part, which is specified using variables, invariants and events.
The Event-B context for the operational semantics is given as follows:
where ACT is the set of all actions, T represents threads, and VAR represents program variables. Constants Rd A , Rd X , Wr R , Wr X , and U are sets of release-acquire and relaxed actions, respectively; t0 is the initialising thread; and VAL is the set of values. The first axiom states that set ACT is partitioned by the sets Rd A , Rd X , Wr R , Wr X , and U. The second axiom defines VAL to be the set of natural numbers and the third axiom declares t0 to be a member of T .
To model the semantics, we start by formalising the C11 state:
Machine actions Sees OpSemCtx Variables D, sb, mo, rf
A machine also comprises a set of events, which model the state change in the system. A general Event-B event has the following form: E ≜ any t where P(t,v) then S(t,v) end where E is the name of the event, t is a set of input parameters, v is the set of model variables (given by the context), P(t, v) is a set of guards and S(t, v) is a set of assignments.
The events modelling read, write and update actions of C11 are given in Figure 3 . These events model different cases of the transition relation RA ⊆ Σ × Wr ⊥ × Evt × Σ given in Section 2.
The read event is parametrised by e, t, x, n, and w, whose types are formalised by the guards. We require that e is a new acquiring or relaxed read (grd1), t is a non-initialising thread (grd2), x is a program variable (grd3), n is the value being read (grd4), and w is an observable write (grd6) to the variable x (grd7) with write value n (grd8). w is the write that read e is reading from. The three actions of the event specify the way that the state is changed once a read action is executed. Function var returns the action variable, wrval returns the value written by a write action, tid returns the thread that executed the action, and OW returns the set of observable writes by the thread. Here we have omitted the details of how other properties like hb, sw, eco, OW, EW and CW are specified in the model to improve readability.
The write event modifies D (act1) and sb (act2) in the same way as a read. The difference is that it does not change rf but changes mo (act3). The notation R[S] denotes the relational image of R with respect to set S. Thus, given that w is a write that is observable to the write (grd5), mo is updated so that e is inserted immediately after w in mo. To achieve this, we extend the mo relation with edges from all actions that are mo-prior to w (inclusive) to e, and from e to all edges that are mo-after w (exclusive). Further details are available in [10] .
The update event is again similar. Since it comprises both a read and a write, its assignment modifies both rf and mo in addition to D and sb.
Our abstract model includes one more event called init_t, which initialises all the variables of the program; it initialises D to be the set of initialising writes, and updates rf , mo and sb to the empty set.
Modelling Concrete Programs in Event-B
The previous section introduced an abstract model of the operational semantics in Event-B. In this section, we discuss how this abstract model can be refined to model concrete algorithms. Refinement of an Event-B model may require refining existing events and/or introducing new events, variables and invariants. All abstract events may be refined by one or more concrete events.
Event-B does not impose any explicit ordering on the execution of events. An event is chosen for execution nondeterministicly from a set of enabled events (i.e. events whose guards evaluate to true). Absence of explicit ordering for modelling a concrete algorithm is not always desirable, e.g., when modelling control flow. In order to tackle this, we provide explicit program counters (pc) into the model.
To illustrate how a concrete algorithm can be modelled in Event-B, consider the following message-passing algorithm from Figure 1 . First, we extend the abstract constant and instantiate sets VAR and T with their exact members:
We model thread 1 by refining the abstract model of the semantics as follows: Event t1_wr _d_5 refines write where grd7: e ∈ Wr X grd8: x = d grd9: n = 5 grd10: t = t1 grd11: pc(t) = 1 then act4: pc(t) := pc(t) + 1 End Event t1_wrR_f _1 refines write where grd7: e ∈ Wr R grd8: x = f grd9: n = 1 grd10: t = t1 grd11: pc(t) = 2 then act4: pc(t) := pc(t) + 1 End The above events refine the abstract write event: grd7 determines if the action is a relaxed (e ∈ Wr X ) or releasing write (e ∈ Wr R ), grd8, grd9, grd10 specify the exact variable and value of the write and the thread that is performing it. The control flow is modelled by grd11 and act14.
Event read any e, t, x, n, w where grd1: e ∈ (Rd A ∪ Rd X ) \ D grd2: t ∈ T \ {t0} grd3: x ∈ VAR grd4: n ∈ VAL grd5: w ∈ D ∩ Wr grd6: w ∈ OW(t) grd7: var (w) = x grd8: wrval(w) = n then act1: D := D ∪ {e} act2: sb := sb ∪ {e1 → e | e1 ∈ D ∧ tid(e1) ∈ {t, t0}} act3: rf := rf ∪ {w → e} End Event write any e, t, x, n, w where grd1: e ∈ (Wr X ∪ Wr R ) \ D grd2: t ∈ T \ {t0} grd3: x ∈ VAR grd4: n ∈ VAL grd5: w ∈ OW(t) \ CW grd6:
Event update any e, t, x, n, m, w where grd1: e ∈ U \ D grd2: t ∈ T \ {t0} grd3: x ∈ VAR grd4: n ∈ VAL grd5: m ∈ VAL grd6: w ∈ OW(t) \ CW grd7: var (w) = x grd8: wrval(w) = m then act1: Event t2_rdA_f _not1 refines read where grd9: e ∈ Rd A grd10: x = f grd11: n 1 grd12: t = t2 grd13: pc(t) = 1 End Event t2_rdA_f _1 refines read where grd9: e ∈ Rd A grd10: x = f grd11: n = 1 grd12: t = t2 grd13: pc(t) = 1 then act4: pc(t) := pc(t) + 1 End Event t2_rdA_f _not1 models the "retry" branch of the busy loop, and hence, does not increase the program counter value, since it has not observed value 1 for f. Event t2_rdA_f _1 models the "exit" branch of the loop, where the thread observes value 1 for f, and hence the event increments the program counter value to exit the loop.
The relaxed read action on line 2 of thread 2 can be modelled in a similar manner; we do not present its details here.
All of the concrete events presented above implicitly inherit the behaviours of their corresponding abstract events, and therefore, change the abstract state in the exact same way. This enables us to conclude that the model is indeed consistent with the behaviour of C11.
Model Checking with ProB
In this section we discuss that how we can use the model checking facilities of the ProB plug-in for Rodin to quickly validate a C11 program involving relaxed accesses and releaseacquire annotations. To achieve this, first recall that we use a deferred (possibly infinite) set ACT to model actions (e.g., relaxed reads, writes, and updates). The model checker, however, can only work with finite sets. We limit the size of infinite sets by extending the context and specifying the cardinality of the deferred sets. For instance, we can extend the abstract context c1 for the message passing algorithm as follows:
CONTEXT c2 extends c1
The size of sets should be large enough so that all parts of the algorithm can be covered in model checking and small enough so that the model checker terminates in a reasonable time and does not run out of memory. Finding the right value sometimes requires a number of trials and may vary for different programs. The desirable behaviour of the given message passing algorithm is that when thread 2 reads value 1 for variable f, then the only value that can be read for variable d is 5. We have stated this property in terms of observable writes as follows:
This states that whenever thread 2 reaches line 2 (i.e. the busy loop is terminated) then all observable writes to variable d have value 5.
Algorithm 1 Modified Peterson's algorithm
Init: We applied model checking to the Event-B model of both synchronised ( Figure 1 ) and unsynchronised ( Figure 2 ) versions of message passing example to check the preservation of Invariant (1) . For the synchronised version, the model checker terminates in just few seconds finding no invariant violation. For the unsynchronised version, it quickly found an invariant violation and returned the trace of events leading to the violation for inspection. As one may expect, for the unsynchronised version, a weaker property can be proved:
This states that upon termination of the loop, thread 2 may observe any of the writes to d:
Validity of invariants (1) and (2), can respectively be can be mapped to States 1 and 2 in Example 2.1. From State 1, it is impossible for thread 2 to perform a transition into a state in which it reads 0 for d. However, from State 2, the reads to values 0 and 5 for d are both available to thread 2.
Case Study: Peterson's Algorithm
In this section, we apply our modelling approach to a more complex example: a release-acquire version of the classic Peterson's algorithm (see Algorithm 1) taken from [25] . The algorithm uses a variable flag i to indicate that thread i intends to enter its critical section and a shared variable turn to give way when both try to enter their critical sections simultaneously. The modification to turn is via a swap operation (line 3) that atomically updates turn to the given value. Crucially, the swap corresponds to a read-modifywrite update event that induces both a release and acquire synchronisation on turn.
To prove the mutual exclusion property of the algorithm, the following invariant is given in [10] :
The model checker terminates in just over one minute with Symmetry Marker [18] reduction enabled, finding no violation of invariant 3. To further scrutinise the algorithm, we relaxed some of the release-acquire writes and reads, expecting that the model checker would find an invariant violation.
To our surprise, after relaxing the writes/reads to flag in lines 4 and 8, model checking terminates without any issues. On the other hand, replacing the swap operation with a standard write event immediately generates a counterexample, showing that these annotations are critical to invariance of condition (3). 1 Upon further investigation, we discovered that invariant (3) is in fact not strong enough to establish atomicity of the critical section. In particular, (3) does not take the observability of critical section by other threads into consideration. In particular, removal of the annotations on flag would mean that any writes performed in the critical section may not be visible to the other thread when this other thread enters its critical section.
To strengthen the invariant, for each thread i, we introduce an auxiliary variable cs i , which is initialised to 0, set to 1 when i enters its critical section, and set back to 0 when i exits its critical section. If the release-acquire annotations are used correctly (i.e. threads are synchronised correctly) then whenever a thread enters its critical section the only observable write to variable cs of the other thread should be a write with value 0. This means that the other thread as either not entered its critical section, or has already left it. Formally, we strengthen the program invariant by introducing the following additional properties:
Invariant (4) states that if thread 1 is in its critical section, then the only value of cs 2 that it can observe is 0. Invariant (5) is symmetric. Now, relaxing any of the release-acquire reads/writes in Algorithm 1 results in the violation of at least one of these invariants.
Conclusion and Related Work
This paper takes a step towards mechanised deduction verification of weak memory C11 programs using Event-B and ProB. We modelled the C11 operational semantics developed by Doherty et al in Event-B. Our model of the semantics serves as an abstraction. Concrete C11 programs can be modelled consistently with respect to the semantics by refining this abstract model. This decoupling enables rapid modelling of C11 programs in Event-B, and also enables one to quickly experiment with different abstract memory models for the same concrete model. We show that the desired safety properties of an algorithm can be formally specified and quickly checked using the ProB model checker. The utility of this approach is demonstrated by the discovery of the inadequacy of the standard invariant used to characterise mutual exclusion. Moreover, model checking makes it straightforward to propose a fix and validate its adequacy. Event-B has been widely used to verify and develop programs (e.g., [7, 8, 13, 21] ). However none of them addresses the verification of concurrent programs under weak memory, partly due to the absence of a suitable operational characterisations of weak memory.
There have been several recent works on model checking for weak memory, including tools specifically for C11 [1, 16, 22, 23] . The focus of these works, however, is the development of the model checkers themselves, i.e., specialised techniques that reduce the search space and improve tractability of model checking for C11. Executions here are validated against established axiomatic semantics of C11. Our work differs in that we use a new operational description of a fragment of the language [10] against which checking is carried out. Our aim is to leverage this semantics to verify weak memory behaviour using existing tools and techniques developed for sequentially consistent memory.
An advantage of Event-B is that it includes a theorem prover for Event-B models. In a future extension of this work, we aim to use these facilities to fully verify C11 programs. We also aim to develop more robust refinement proofs so that invariants necessary for proving atomicity (e.g., via weak memory linearizability [9, 12] ) are not missed.
